VIJAY SIDDHARTH
Vijay Siddharth is a Music Composer who specializes in Film, Orchestral and Game
Music. With numerous Regional and International projects in his kitty, he also loves making
Songs and writing Western Classical pieces.

Starting out as a self-taught Pianist in his early days, he delved into the Live Music scene
and performed on numerous shows with various bands. This exposure helped him gain a
strong foothold in various genres, which later proved to be valuable while composing for
films. Live performance then evolved into an interest for Western Classical and Film
Scoring and he slowly found his way into the Film and Music Industry. He has worked on a
number of TV and Theater Commercials, Corporate Videos, Documentaries, Shorts, Pilots
and Features.

Though he was immersed in his regional projects, he wanted to find his own unique sound
and began looking for interesting works where he could deliver a high-quality production
and at the same time grow his musicality. That landed him the opportunity to work on
International

projects

like,

'The

Lost

Tribe

of

Africa

-

Siddi',

a

National

Geographic

Documentary, and 'Moving Migrants' - a documentary set to release on popular OTT
platforms.

He also landed an independent film ‘The Confessor’, which was Produced, Shot and
Screened in Germany (INDIEWISE MIAMI FL - Official selection and premiere screening).
Probably one of the few lucky ones to have work during the COVID19 pandemic, he was
involved in a Horror Pilot Film named ‘ASVINS’, which was completely produced remotely
during the lockdown with people working from different parts of the city. It garnered
critical acclaim from numerous celebrities from the Indian Film Industry.

He is currently engaged as the Music Composer in two Feature Films in the Tamil Film
Industry, which is set to release later this year. He is also working on a sci-fi Pilot film
titled 'Distant', for which he is composing the background score. Work on his debut album
is also underway. Tentatively titled as ‘The Journey’, it revolves around the inner travel of
a human being.

Starting as a pianist, with strong inclination towards Western Classical Music, his thirst
for it continues to grow by the day, leading him to write various Western Classical pieces.
Amidst his passion, he also successfully runs an Ad Agency and has gained valuable
experience in the Business aspects of Film and Music Industry.

